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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Over the past two years there has been a marked increase in the attention given to the issue of
preventing and countering violent extremism in the Balkans. This reflects global worries about ISISinspired violence in Syria and Iraq, but also attacks committed in ISIS’s name in other countries,
especially European countries which struggle to maintain free and open societies while protecting
citizens from such random violence. There is a particular concern about foreign fighters, trained and
hardened while fighting in “the Caliphate,” returning to European cities to perpetrate violent acts, as
well as of at-risk individuals in and from western countries being groomed and radicalized to commit
acts of violence as a part of organized terror campaigns or as lone wolves.
While the actual number of individuals from the Balkans going to Syria and Iraq are low compared to
other countries such as Belgium or France, they are proportionally significant, especially in the case of
Bosnia and Herzegovina or Kosovo. In the first half of June, reports that a key Kosovo Albanian ISIS
leader was killed in a drone strike in Syria, and that ISIS sent a targeted message threatening violence in
the cities of the region, served as reminders that despite the absence of significant terrorist attacks, the
region is not immune. In a region with unresolved ethno-national challenges such as the Balkans,
domestic risks of other variants of extremism – e.g., far-right, neo-Nazi – remain on the radar screen of
policymakers and security professionals as well, with the understanding that such social trends can
dangerously feed off one another.
This essay considers the “new” efforts aimed at preventing and countering violent extremism and
argues that they are quite often the same kind of actions taken to establish the basic elements of
democratic, resilient societies. Efforts aimed at post-war democratic consolidation or European
enlargement support - ranging from strengthening local communities, working with youth, improving
education systems, strengthening the independence of the police and justice sector and more – are
becoming more overtly securitized. While such efforts in support of democratic reform have been
viewed as a laudable goal in their own right for two decades, now they are linked to terror prevention.
After an introduction on efforts to prevent and counter violent extremism, specific nuances in the
Balkan region are explored. Three sets of challenges that limit genuine reform in the region – identity
politics, the state of civic values and civil politics, and pervasive broken governance systems – are
examined as both byproducts and drivers of unresolved conflicts. A brief assessment of whether the
countries in the region are resilient enough to resist the most damaging social consequences of not only
violent extremism, but peaceful extremism, follows. Three potential future scenarios that could shape
efforts to prevent and counter these phenomena are presented. The concluding remarks argue that
comprehensive security can likely only be achieved in the region through a recommitment to liberal
democracy and accountable and inclusive governance; no easy task when quick-fix projects and
activities are the default option in a regional strategic policy vacuum.
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1. Introduction1
In 2015, I started reading and hearing more about regional efforts to “counter violent extremism,” (CVE)
in the Balkans.2 References were primarily linked to fears of potential spillover from the increasingly
deadly wars in Syria and Iraq, as vivid, lurid and intended-to-provoke videos of ISIS/Daesh atrocities
swept YouTube and the evening news. While violence in that region unfortunately is now seen as
commonplace, the growing concern among western powers in particular was that foreign fighters going
to Syria and Iraq would no longer limit their violence to that terrain, that battlefield, but would
increasingly use that platform (the “Caliphate,” whether manifest through physical land or as an idea) in
two ways, particularly once they began to lose territory. First was the fear that hardened foreign fighters
schooled and practiced in war would be able to go to – or in some cases return to – Germany, France,
the United Kingdom, etc., and become sufficiently skilled and inspired to organize and/or carry out
atrocities on “the Western enemy,” on their home front.3 Second was the fear that certain individuals in
“the West” who physically had never been in Syria and Iraq, yet could be described as “at risk”, could be
radicalized and groomed through personal influence and persuasion as well as through social media
outreach techniques, with recruiters manipulating and building on existing drivers and grievances to
inspire them to perpetrate violence in the name of the Islamic State or its affiliates.
A White House conference on the topic was held in February 2015 and demonstrated the level to which
it had risen as a policy concern;4 it also helped shift (or at least complement) the predominantly
militarized policy of the global war on terror to a more comprehensive regimen that recognized the
structural causes of violent extremism, thereby allowing as well for nonmilitary prevention activities.
1

The author would like to thank Kurt Bassuener, Therese Coen, Soeren Keil, Armina Mujanović, Randall Puljek-Shank, Bodo
Weber and an anonymous reviewer for their comments on earlier versions of this essay. Any errors are the author’s alone.
2 Terms and definitions concerning this topic (e.g., terrorism, extremism, radicalism, radicalization, etc.) are an ideological
minefield. Alex P. Schmid presents a lengthy overview of various terms, definitions and interpretations. “Violent and NonViolent Extremism: Two Sides of the Same Coin?” International Centre for Counter-Terrorism – The Hague, Research Paper. May
2014. Available at https://www.icct.nl/download/file/ICCT-Schmid-Violent-Non-Violent-Extremism-May-2014.pdf. Another
good overview of the nuances of this debate is provided by Boaz Ganor, “Defining Terrorism – Is One Man’s Terrorist Another
Man’s Freedom Fighter?” International Institute for Counter-Terrorism. 1 January 2010. Available at
https://www.ict.org.il/Article/1123/Defining-Terrorism-Is-One-Mans-Terrorist-Another-Mans-Freedom-Fighter. Owen Frazer
and Christian Nunlist explore the issue in “The Concept of Countering Violent Extremism,” CSS Analyses in Security Policy, No.
183, December 2015. Available at http://www.css.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/gess/cis/center-for-securitiesstudies/pdfs/CSSAnalyse183-EN.pdf. This essay does not offer a preferred definition of any of these terms, but is inspired by all
of these discussions.
3 For more on this as it applies to Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo, see Azinović, Vlado and Muhamed Jusić. “The Lure of the
Syrian War: The Foreign Fighters’ Bosnian Contingent.” Atlantic Initiative. 2015. Available at
http://atlanticinitiative.org/images/THE_LURE_OF_THE_SYRIAN_WAR_THE_FOREIGN_FIGHTERS_BOSNIAN_CONTINGENT/The_
Lure_of_the_Syrian_War_-_The_Foreign_Fighters_Bosnian_Contingent.pdf and Kursani, Shpend. “Report Inquiring into the
Causes and Consequences of Kosovo Citizens’ Involvement as Foreign Fighters in Syria and Iraq.” Kosovo Center for Security
Studies Occasional Paper 04/2015. April 2015. Available at
http://www.qkss.org/repository/docs/Report_inquiring_into_the_causes_and_consequences_of_Kosovo_citizens'_involvemen
t_as_foreign_fighters_in_Syria_and_Iraq_307708.pdf. As a starting point for fighters going to Europe after their time in
Syria/Iraq, see Pop, Valentina. “Islamic State Claims Khalid and Ibrahim El-Bakraouri Were Organizers of Paris and Brussels
Attacks.’ Wall Street Journal. 13 April 2016. Available at https://www.wsj.com/articles/prosecutors-believe-raid-promptedbrussels-attacks-1460546336
4 “Remarks by the President at the Summit on Countering Violent Extremism.” The White House, Office of the Press Secretary.
19 February 2015. Available at https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2015/02/19/remarks-presidentsummit-countering-violent-extremism-february-19-2015.
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These fears were also increasingly linked to the intensifying refugee crisis in Europe in 2015 and 2016, 5
and the concomitant fear of foreign fighters “sneaking in” through the refugee route. 6
While societies have always grappled with threats of and from violent extremists, both at home and
abroad, the new threat seemed somehow different, for two main reasons. First, the Internet made it
easier for small and often obscure groups to network with one another, share information, groom and
recruit new followers and stoke fear through effective use of new media, on its own and as a stepping
stone to traditional outlets. Second, one cannot discount the difference between localized threats that
“only” disrupt the lives of people in that community, and those with a broader, even global agenda and
reach.
As fears of radicalization and the potential for related violent extremist acts increased in general, it also
seeped into the consciousness of policy-makers in the Balkans, particularly (but not solely) in those
countries of the former Yugoslavia affected by the wars of the 1990s. 7 These concerns were not new;
the dynamics of the possible emergence of a majority Muslim state had been on the radar screens of US
policy analysts going back to the war and efforts to end it.8 Framing regional geopolitics in religious
terms has had particular staying power among those already prone to us/them “clash of civilizations”
thinking; the term “blue eyed jihadists” is bandied about online more than one might think. 9
Confirmations of radicalized individuals from the region going to Syria and Iraq to fight seemed to
5

Weber, Bodo. “Time for a Plan B: The European Refugee Crisis, the Balkan Route and the EU-Turkey Deal. Democratization
Policy Council Policy Paper. September 2016. Available at
http://www.democratizationpolicy.org/pdf/DPC_Policy_Paper_Europ_refugee_crisis_EU_Turkey_deal.pdf
6 Some observers note that joining the refugee route can be one of the more difficult ways to “sneak into” a country. Byman,
Daniel. “Do Syrian Refugees Pose a Terrorism Threat?” Lawfare. 25 October 2015. Available at
https://www.lawfareblog.com/do-syrian-refugees-pose-terrorism-threat. The threat to the United States from terrorists
entering the country through these means is even lower, as noted by the libertarian Cato Institute. Nowrasteh, Alex. “Syrian
Refugees Don’t Pose a Serious Security Threat.” Cato Institute. 18 November 2015. Available at
https://www.cato.org/blog/syrian-refugees-dont-pose-serious-security-threat
7 For purposes of this essay, the main geographic focus is the countries of the former Yugoslavia. While Albania avoided the war
and violent identity and state-building challenges of the former Yugoslav countries, the financial collapse in that country in 1997
led to substantial social and economic upheaval. However, this country’s ongoing challenges are different and distinct from
those in the former Yugoslavia. For some basics on the phenomenon in Albania, see, “Religious Radicalism and Violent
Extremism in Albania.” Institute for Democracy and Mediation. Available at http://idmalbania.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/Religious-Radicalism-Albania-web-final.pdf; and “Assessment of risks on national security /the
capacity of the state and society to react: Violent Extremism and Religious Radicalization in Albania.” Albanian Institute for
International Studies. 2015. Available at http://www.aiisalbania.org/sites/default/files/Violent%20Extremism%20and%20%20Religious%20Radicalization%20in%20Albania.pdf
8 For two different perspectives on the extent to which concerns of a “Muslim Republic” motivated American diplomats, see
Toal, Gerard and Carl T. Dahlman, Bosnia Remade. Oxford University Press, 2011, pp. 152-156. This volume also includes
discussions on the notion of an “Islamic buffer state” between an enlarged Croatia and Serbia (pp. 102-103).
9 There is an interesting line from the first days of the war to the present day. Atrocities committed at the beginning of the war
in Bosnia and Herzegovina (by paramilitaries and others) were at times framed as necessary and preventive moves against socalled terrorists. (In a video of Arkan, he refers to both Ustaše and Muslim extremists. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5D8JSVF9C4o) In its most recent “shadow report” (a report intended by the Republika
Srpska to counter the narrative of the political situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina delivered by the High Representative to the
UN Security Council), the Republika Srpska directly labels SDA (Party for Democratic Action, the main Bosniak political party) an
Islamist party, noting it has “helped make the country a sanctuary for jihadists.” “Republika Srpska’s 17 th Report to the UN
Security Council.” 28 April 2017. Available at https://www.fara.gov/docs/5939-Informational-Materials-20170505-40.pdf. For a
discussion discrediting the clash of civilizations concept in the Balkans, see, “Islam Scholar Rejects ‘Clash of Civilizations’
Theory.” RFERL. 19 June 2007. Available at https://www.rferl.org/a/1347593.html
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confirm such fears, though the numbers remained quite small compared to other countries in Europe. 10
In June, not long after the latest attacks in the UK, ISIS vowed that it had not forgotten about the
Balkans, issuing new threats to the region.11
This essay examines recent developments in the nascent field of preventing and countering violent
extremism as the matter plays out in the Balkans, with a focus on the countries of the former
Yugoslavia. Following an introduction to the concept, efforts to prevent and counter violent extremism
(P/CVE) are considered within a comprehensive security framework, with attention to the recent
securitization of concepts central to the liberal, democratic peace. Such targeted P/CVE projects are
then framed against the broader challenges facing the frozen conflicts in the region, focusing on three
core challenges in countries where democratic checks and balances are unconsolidated or non-existent:
unresolved identity-building, weak civic values and broken governance systems. Finally, questions are
posed about the potential threats of both violent and peaceful extremism in societies possessing
minimal resilience to these challenges, and lacking a strong system of liberal governance able to resist
the most debilitating aftereffects of such phenomena, which are possible in every political system. The
primary aim of the essay is to reiterate to policymakers the need to diagnose the fundamental disease,
not simply catalog the symptoms, if more effective approaches are to be identified.

2. Prevention and the Securitization of the Liberal Peace
There has been a mushrooming of initiatives aimed at countering violent extremism. The term “prevent
violent extremism” (PVE) has also increasingly become part of the lexicon. PVE is viewed as the ground
floor in prevention, whereas “countering” activities assume that at least some radicalization processes
are already underway. I live in Sarajevo, and have observed and analyzed the issue through the general
prism of post-war political developments and years of few meaningful improvements in socio-political
cohesion, particularly in the realm of high politics and the instrumentalization of ideology and identity.12
In 2016, I looked at this issue from a regional perspective, focusing on what various actors and donors
10

On June 8, it was reported that a notorious ISIS leader from Kosovo was killed in a drone strike in Syria. Mejdini, Fatjona.
“Kosovo
ISIS
Leaders
Killed,
Media
Reports.”
Balkan
Insight.
8
June
2017.
Available
at
https://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/albanian-media-report-the-death-of-kosovo-isis-leader-06-08-2017.
For
a
global/comparative review of the number of foreign terrorist fighters, see “Foreign Fighters: An Updated Assessment of the
Flow of Foreign Fighters into Syria and Iraq.” The Soufan Group. 8 December 2015. Available at http://soufangroup.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/12/TSG_ForeignFightersUpdate_FINAL3.pdf. Data available in late 2016 estimate that around 800
nationals of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo and Macedonia went to fight. Holmer, Georgia and Adrian Shtuni. “Returning
Foreign Fighters and the Reintegration Imperative.” United States Institute of Peace Special Report. March 2017; Azinović,
Vlado and Muhamed Jusić. “The Lure of the Syrian War: The Foreign Fighters’ Bosnian Contingent.” Atlantic Initiative. 2015.
Available
at
http://atlanticinitiative.org/images/THE_LURE_OF_THE_SYRIAN_WAR_THE_FOREIGN_FIGHTERS_BOSNIAN_CONTINGENT/The_
Lure_of_the_Syrian_War_-_The_Foreign_Fighters_Bosnian_Contingent.pdf; and Azinović, Vlado and Muhamed Jusić. “The
New Lure of the Syrian War:The Foreign Fighters’ Bosnian Contingent.” Atlantic Initiative, 2016.
11
“ISIS Threatens Terror Campaign in the Balkans.” Balkan Insight. 8 June 2017. Available at
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/isis-wows-to-wreak-vengeance-on-balkans-in-new-threat-06-08-2017
12 “Countering the Cultivation of Extremism in Bosnia and Herzegovina: The Case for Education Reform.” Democratization Policy
Council, Note #10. September 2015. Available at
http://www.democratizationpolicy.org/uimages/DPC%20Policy%20Note%2010%20Extremism%20and%20Education%20in%20
BiH.pdf
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were doing to P/CVE and how stakeholders in seven countries in the region define the threat of violent
extremism (VE), and then mapping the various initiatives undertaken with the aim to P/CVE.13 In 2017, I
began to look at the issue in Serbia, speaking with governmental and non-governmental representatives
about violent extremism and radicalization, defining these trends broadly to include far right-wing
nationalist factions, neo-Nazis, Islamist-inspired groups and football hooliganism.14
I increasingly wondered about the sudden interest in and urgency of P/CVE initiatives, as many of the
approaches discussed sounded like the basic elements of comprehensive security or liberal peace
building and democratization that have been the basis for many of the transition and post-war activities
in the region over the past two and a half decades. 15 People with whom I spoke – including non-regional
experts specializing in the broader field of terrorism and extremism – frequently noted that the drivers
of extremism and radicalization include many factors: a feeling of marginalization and alienation; a lack
of tolerance; a sense that the system doesn't work; a frustration with corruption; and a perceived and
pervasive lack of social justice leading to deeply held grievance. This was in line with much of the
literature on the topic.16 Regional respondents were cautious in attributing too heavy a role to
ISIS/Daesh or Islamist-inspired ideologies. But many acknowledged that various types of extremist
worldviews could fill the “transition era values vacuum” (my phrase) with resurrected or new and alien
values, often seemingly contrary to the values of liberal democracy that were assumed (by the US and
EU – though not by many citizens) to have prevailed on the European continent.
Proposed efforts to remedy such weaknesses in the so-called transitional Balkan countries sounded a lot
like the trusty democratization toolbox – strengthening civil society; promoting good, accountable,
responsive governance; supporting the rule of law through effective policing, independent judiciaries
and prison reform based on contemporary European standards; developing educational programs to
promote human rights, tolerance and critical thinking; giving young people something constructive to

13

Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Turkey. Initiatives to Prevent/Counter Violent
Extremism in South East Europe: A Survey of Regional Issues, Initiatives and Opportunities. Regional Cooperation Council.
August 2016. Available at http://www.rcc.int/pubs/38/initiatives-to-preventcounter-violent-extremism-in-south-east-europe-asurvey14 This research was conducted for the OSCE Mission to Serbia.
15 Perry, Valery. “Fifteen Years of the Human Dimension in Bosnia and Herzegovina: The Ebb and Flow of Statebuilding.”
Security and Human Rights. Vol. 21, No. 4, 2010, pp. 279-292; Perry, Valery. “A Decade of the Dayton Agreement and the OSCE
Mission to Bosnia and Herzegovina: Reflections and Prospects.” The Helsinki Monitor, Vol. 16, No. 4, 2005.
16 Ordorfer, Caleb. “Root Causes of Radicalization in Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States.” UNDP Discussion
Paper. July 2015. Available at
http://www.undp.org/content/dam/undp/library/Democratic%20Governance/Conflict%20Prevention/Discussion%20PaperRoot%20Causes%20of%20Radicalization.pdf?download; Guide to the Drivers of Violent Extremism. US Agency for International
Development. February 2009; Taspinar, Omer. “Fighting Radicalism, not Terrorism: Root Causes of an International Actor
Redefined.” SAIS Review. Vol. 29, No. 2, Summer-Fall 2009; United States Institute of Peace Insights. Issue 1, Spring 2014;
“Preventing Radicalization to Terrorism and Violent Extremism: Strengthening the EU’s Response.” Communication from the
Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the
Regions. COM (2013)941 Final, Brussels, 15 January 2014. p. 2. Available at http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/elibrary/documents/policies/crisis-andterrorism/radicalisation/docs/communication_on_preventing_radicalisation_and_violence_promoting_extremism_201301_en.
pdf
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do; economic development and job creation, etc.17 The region should have been perfect for the
continued implementation of this kind of support and intervention, as the former Yugoslav states have
all had – to varying extents – fairly significant “treatment” by promoters of the liberal peace in the name
of conflict prevention, early warning, post-war reconstruction and comprehensive security. Places like
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo have had particularly heavy military and civilian
peacekeeping/peacebuilding footprints, while Serbia, Montenegro, Albania and Macedonia have also
been subject to intensive external engagement for years. Endeavors by international organizations, such
as the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the United Nations (UN) family of
actors, the International Organization for Migration (IOM), the Council of Europe (CoE) and the
European Union (EU); embassies acting through bilateral programming support; and countless nongovernmental actors supported by a range of foreign donors have all engaged in supporting some or all
aspects of comprehensive security, with the belief that doing so would provide the best path towards a
peaceful, productive future, and that on-the-ground programmatic support would complement higher
level diplomatic dialogue.
As European enlargement processes became the primary policy and goal (not coincidentally around the
same time as the US ceded the de facto “lead” in the region to the EU) these efforts were framed less as
“post-war support”, and more as “pre-Europe support.”18 Regardless of the labels, the activities –
promotion of good governance, effective and independent public administration, rule of law, civil
society, free and independent media, human rights, gender equality, tolerance, etc. – have remained
basically the same. This includes support for the basic elements of a liberal society (in the classic political
science definition) long seen as part of the foundation of a liberal peace, though admittedly increasingly
condemned by illiberal autocrats everywhere. This approach has continued despite new challenges,
including from within the EU, most spectacularly in Hungary and Poland, as well as in the right-wing and
populist, nationalist dynamics seen in Brexit and the election and administration of Donald Trump.
There have been some P/CVE innovations, primarily related to targeting support to “at risk”
communities through work with Islamic community leaders and youth leaders, that aim to inoculate
adherents against the lure of Islamist interpretations of the faith that could lead to radicalization, and
efforts to counter the risks of prison radicalization. Preliminary efforts to establish community referral
mechanisms to identity and respond to individuals considered to be at risk have at their core the
understanding that strong and resilient communities are a key – if not the key factor in prevention.
(However, the absence of associated social and public services to respond to such individuals – with
psychological support, educational opportunities and jobs training, etc. – could limit the effectiveness of
even a well-structured mechanism.) There has also been more attention to counter-terrorism (CT)
activities, through targeted support in security and intelligence sector reform. 19 But overall, and
17

Carothers, Thomas. Aiding Democracy Abroad: The Learning Curve. Washington, DC: The Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, 1999; Ottaway, Marina and Thomas Carothers, eds. Funding Virtue: Civil Society Aid and Democracy
Promotion. Washington DC: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 2000.
18 Statebuilding and Democratization in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Keil, Soeren and Valery Perry (Eds.). London: Ashgate, 2015.
19 For a survey, see Initiatives to Prevent/Counter Violent Extremism in South East Europe: A Survey of Regional Issues, Initiatives
and Opportunities. Regional Cooperation Council. August 2016. Available at http://www.rcc.int/pubs/38/initiatives-topreventcounter-violent-extremism-in-south-east-europe-a-survey-
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regardless of the label and project title used, the support activities cover familiar territory – supporting
the continued development of accountable and effective governments able to provide public services
that work for all of its citizens.
Previously, such initiatives would have been framed by liberal or democratic peace theory, 20 whereas in
the CVE world they have been more directly securitized. And as these activities have been implemented
in many countries as a part of a P/CVE portfolio, in the Balkans we’ve seen two additional factors
complicate these efforts. First is the recent history of violent conflict, with the bloodiest wars in postWorld War II Europe having played out in the neighborhood in the 1990s. This has made the region
different in post-Cold War Europe in terms of development, transition and the development of
“stateness.” Though many people make this mistake (particularly in Brussels), one simply cannot (or at
least should not) over-simplify comparisons between the EU accession paths of Estonia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina, or the Czech Republic and Serbia.21
Second, even further shaping the issue is the historical position of the Balkan peninsula on the real and
imagined cultural/historical border between “East and West,” and the influence of the Ottoman period
in terms of establishing a centuries-long tradition of moderate Islam co-existing with Catholicism and
Orthodox Christianity on this part of the European continent, well before Europe-wide 20th century
political developments. This is important to note, as various interventions in the region have often
included experts and community practitioners from places like the UK or France, where Islam is often
one element of a larger post-colonial or economic migration experience. What are the similarities in the
experience of an expert/activist familiar with marginalized Muslim youth in an outer London housing
estate, who comes to engage with a troubled young person in a family with a 400 year-long presence in
their community in Kosovo? It is a necessary question to consider when making programming decisions.
This is related to another trend one can see in P/CVE approaches. Nearly all analysts and implementers
of initiatives take great pains – rightly – to explain and demonstrate that this issue is not simply relevant
to Islamist-inspired ideological movements. There is acknowledgement of the dynamics of certain
Islamist-inspired manipulation of texts, or of Salafi-Jihadist, takfiri or Kharadjite influences.22 However,
this is supplemented by attention to other forms of extremism in the region as well: far right-wing
nationalism (purely domestic or potentially with external links, for example in Vojvodina with Hungarian
nationalists over the border in Hungary, or among white Orthodox/Slav groups with ties to similar
movements in Russia, etc.),23 or neo-Nazi movements. In the Balkan region, this broad approach makes
sense: in the charged socio-political context, threats by or on any one of these groups or their purported
20

Debating the Democratic Peace. Brown, Michael E., Sean M. Lynn-Jones and Steven E. Miller (eds.). The MIT Press May 1996.
Kurt Bassuener usefully notes that while you can compare these experiences, it should not be viewed as an “apples to
apples” comparison.
22 Maher, Shiraz. Salafi-Jihadism: The History of an Idea. Oxford University Press, 2016. See also Kursani, Shpend. “Report
Inquiring into the Causes and Consequences of Kosovo Citizens’ Involvement as Foreign Fighters in Syria and Iraq.” Kosovo
Center
for
Security
Studies
Occasional
Paper
04/2015.
April
2015.
Available
at
http://www.qkss.org/repository/docs/Report_inquiring_into_the_causes_and_consequences_of_Kosovo_citizens'_involvemen
t_as_foreign_fighters_in_Syria_and_Iraq_307708.pdf.
23 Bakić, Jovo. “Right Wing Extremism in Serbia.” Friedrich Ebert Stiftung. February 2013; Biserko, Sonja (ed.). Ekstremizam kako
prepoznati društveno zlo. Helsinški odbor za ljudska prava u Srbiji. 2014; Stakić, Isadora. “Odnos Srbije Prema Ekstremno
Desničarskim Organizacijama.” Belgrade Center for Security Policy. 2013.
21
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constituencies makes it that much easier for others to point to the incident as “proof” of why they alone
can offer genuine representation, protection and support.
So, in light of regional particularism, while the broad, global P/CVE approach can certainly provide an
opportunity to learn lessons from global de-radicalization efforts of all kinds,24 it can also run the risk of
trying to force a square peg into a round hole, or, of more concern (to me at least), to unintentionally
reifying some of the various divisive and sectarian trends most damaging in the region over the longterm. For example, in Bosnia and Herzegovina there have been efforts specifically aimed at engaging
“Muslim youth” in civil society promotion and capacity building activities, to get them more involved
and engaged in their communities as active constructive citizens. I have wondered why such activities
would not be of interest to all young people, not just groups of any one kind of believers. There was
recently a CVE workshop in Bulgaria bringing together “Muslim youth” from the region, as well as from
Bosnia and Herzegovina, France, the UK and elsewhere; the assumption presumably being that these
youth are somehow different than their non-Muslim peers in their home countries, and whether rich or
poor, French or Bosnian, that they share something in common by virtue of their (presumed) belief
system. Is this approach really helpful in the context of the region? In addition, I am unaware of similar
activities in the region explicitly targeting, for example, “Christian Orthodox” youth, though that may
indeed be happening, in which case one might wonder what happened to the “civil” qualifier in “civil
society.”
As a committed proponent of the liberal peace, I continue to believe that efforts in support of it benefit
not only the targeted beneficiaries, but also regional and global security. As P/CVE efforts proliferate,
however, I question their real and lasting impact, particularly if the root problems such initiatives are
trying to solve are not also being addressed. I am concerned that many of the activities are focused
more on the symptoms than on the underlying disease. To employ another metaphor, while many
efforts aim to provide a kind of anti-virus software, I suspect it is actually the overall operating system
that is the problem, and that this configuration is not a bug, but a feature. 25

3. Frozen Conflicts and Radicalization
In the context of the former Yugoslavia, all of the countries considered to be most “at risk” are, to
varying extents, frozen conflicts.26 This environment has enabled many kinds of radicalizing behavior to
24

For example, Holmer, Georgia and Adrian Shtuni. “Returning Foreign Fighters and the Reintegration Imperative.” USIP Special
Report, March 2017.
25 Thanks to Kurt Bassuener for his decade-long articulation of regional structural weaknesses in this manner.
26 The term “frozen conflict” has most often been applied to areas in the former Soviet Union (Ossetia, Abkhazia, NagornoKarabakh), but also to Cyprus. A discussion on why the Balkan region is not so often included in this category to date, and
whether the “frozen” nature of these cases are in fact intentional and related to the various political settlements, is beyond the
scope of this essay. However, for broad background see Perry, Valery. “At Cross Purposes? Democratization and Peace
Implementation Strategies in Bosnia and Herzegovina’s Frozen Conflict.” Human Rights Review. Vol. 10, No. 1, July 2008, pp.
35-54; Lynch, D. „New thinking about ‘frozen’ conflicts.“ Helsinki Monitor, 16(3), 2005, pp. 192–195; Lynch, D.. Engaging
Eurasia’s Separatist States: Unresolved Conflicts and De Facto States, Washington, D.C.: United States Institute Of Peace Press,
2004; Forbrig, J. Will Ukraine’s Crimea region be Europe’s next “frozen” conflict? CNN.
2014. Available at
http://edition.cnn.com/2014/02/27/opinion/ukraine-crimea-russia/.
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germinate and persist and hampers efforts to prevent radicalization, while feeding drivers of exclusion
and radicalization.
Three interrelated themes – each reflecting characteristics of frozen conflicts – are critical to this
challenge, with each touching on lasting core political challenges in the region which few are willing to
openly discuss.
3.1

Identity Politics and Identity Building

The post-Yugoslav countries that saw fighters go to Syria and Iraq (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo,
Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia), and to Ukraine (Croatia, Montenegro, Serbia),27 all to varying extents
exhibit various characteristics of unresolved conflicts. Bosnia and Herzegovina’s post-war development
has been paralyzed by differing and contentious interpretations of the Dayton Peace Agreement and
constitution contained therein for a generation; after an initial decade of hopeful change there has been
more than a decade of stagnation and regression, and political rhetoric has escalated to the same “who
controls what where” debates reminiscent of 1991. Croatia’s relationship with Serbia has been strained
due to issues concerning the ethnic Serb minority in Croatia, and with Bosnia and Herzegovina in light of
its direct engagement in that country’s domestic affairs regarding BiH Croats.
Kosovo remains mired in its status dispute with Serbia, not quite moving forward, yet not resolving
issues of Serbs on its own territory, primarily (but not solely) in the north. Neither Belgrade nor Prishtina
have demonstrated any commitment for the genuine resolution of core issues beyond the technical.
Post-Ohrid Macedonia has been hamstrung by Greek intransigence on the name issue, which has
allowed the country to become “stuck” in the morass of a broken political system which has kept the
country on edge for years; the latest crises suggest the possibility of further manipulation of the
population along ethnic lines. Montenegro dodged a bullet following the failed coup attempt (supported
by Russia) in 2016, and does seem to be stabilizing; it is now NATO’s newest member. Serbia’s own
gravitation towards illiberal practices, as the government seeks to balance a vision aligned with both
Brussels and Moscow, is a long-observed development; its inability to meaningfully address socioeconomic problems and related grievances in Sandžak and the Albanian-speaking south portend poorly
for future cohesion. Further, all these countries continue to suffer the long-term transitional
consequences of minimally transparent and often corrupt privatization processes which entrenched a
political and economic elite in which government by patronage and fear win out over accountable
government and the rule of law.28
27

“Volunteers from Serbia in Ukraine and ISIL.” Balkan Intelligence. No. XLII, 2015; “Serbian Mercenaries Fighting in Eastern
Ukraine.” DW. 14 August 2014. Available at http://www.dw.com/en/serbian-mercenaries-fighting-in-eastern-ukraine/a17855479; Milekić, Sven. “Croatia Tells Fighters to Return from Ukraine.” Balkan Insight. 13 February 2015. Available at
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatia-calls-citizens-to-return-from-ukraine.
28 In May 2015 Kurt Bassuener noted, “I fear that the way the EU is approaching the Western Balkans is much the same as the
way it is approaching the Southern Mediterranean – North Africa and the Middle East. That is, stability is paramount and
trumps progress and democracy. As a result, the union risks aligning itself with increasingly illiberal and authoritarian regimes
and figures by default, and mistaking their power for stability.” “Judy Asks: Is the EU Sleeping on the Western Balkans?”
Carnegie Europe. 13 May 2015. Available at http://carnegieeurope.eu/strategiceurope/?fa=60069. See also, “The Crisis of
Democracy in the Western Balkans: Authoritarianism and EU Stabilitocracy.” The Balkans in Europe Advisory Group. 28 March
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Each of these countries – but especially Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia and Serbia – is also
fundamentally hamstrung by stubborn and unresolved identity politics, and from divisions that,
unfortunately, have consolidated since the wars of Yugoslav dissolution. None of these countries has
managed to develop a shared civic identity that all citizens, regardless of confession, language or
minority status, can embrace. (And, despite heavy international intervention in some of these places,
encouragement of such a civic identity has been a low priority, if pursued at all.) The characteristics in
each case can vary significantly, but at their core they all deal with the issue whether or not the state
represents an ethnic democracy or a civic democracy. 29 If an ethnic democracy (which seems to be the
trend) then there will inevitably be policies of inclusion and exclusion, resulting in in-groups and outgroups, in turn cultivating the very sense of difference, intolerance, and alienation that have been
identified as drivers of radicalization. Do Bosniaks in Serbia’s Sandžak region consider themselves to be
fully Serbian citizens on par with the Orthodox majority, or do they simply carry a Serbian passport?30 Do
Albanians in Macedonia consider themselves full citizens of Macedonia, or like Albanians “in the wrong
place”? Is it even possible to be a citizen of Bosnia and Herzegovina?31 The list goes on. 32
3.2

Civic Values and Civil Politics

The issue of identity politics is closely related to the development of common civic values. A political
system in which identity is structured and constructed along exclusive ethno-national rather than
inclusive civic principles will struggle to simultaneously embrace and meaningfully enact policies aimed
at strengthening a civic, non-ethnic social and governing environment. The still consolidating
democracies in the Balkan region enjoy neither the pretext of broad civic belonging (as in the UK, the US
or Canada), nor the founding myth of an unquestionable sense of inclusion (as in France, where the
state insists there are no races or national minorities, just the French, a stance viewed as increasingly
untenable by many33). Instead we see a generation in which there is constant tension between de jure
2017. Available at http://www.biepag.eu/2017/03/28/biepags-policy-brief-the-crisis-of-democracy-in-the-western-balkansauthoritarianism-and-eu-stabilitocracy-presentation-in-the-european-parliament/.
29 The Fate of Ethnic Democracy in Post-Communist Europe. Sammy Smooha and Priit Jarve (eds.). European Centre for Minority
Issues and Open Society Institute, 2005.
30 A self-described young atheist Bosniak recently told me of his wish to be Serbijanac, as was possible in Yugoslavia. He felt this
would allow for a citizen-based nationality without inferring religious affiliation.
31 While the BiH constitution notes that the country consists of Bosniaks, Croats and Serbs, as constituent peoples, as well as of
citizens and others, while the constituent peoples are named, and 17 national minorities have been legally recognized at the
state level, there is no clear legal category for simply “citizen of BiH.” This issue was central to the BiH census in terms of its
conduct and subsequent controversies. Perry, Valery. “The Census in Bosnia and Herzegovina: A Basic Review.”
Democratization Policy Council Policy Note #3. October 2013. Available at
http://democratizationpolicy.org/uimages/pdf/dpcpolicynotebihnewseries3bihcensus.pdf; Perry, Valery. “Introduction: The
Politics of Numbers in the Post-Yugoslav States.” Contemporary Southeastern Europe, Special Issue on the Politics of Numbers in
the Post-Yugoslav States (Valery Perry and Soeren Keil, eds.). Vol. 2, Issue 2, 2015. Available at http://www.suedosteuropa.unigraz.at/cse/en/introduction
32 European national minority frameworks have been insufficient in the region for the larger populations. Very small minorities
(Czech or Hungarians in Bosnia and Herzegovina; Ruthenians or Germans in Serbia, etc.) are sufficiently assimilated and
statistically insignificant. It is the larger groups that have proven challenging; in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the three “constituent
peoples;” in Kosovo, the Serbs; in Macedonia, the Albanians.
33 Yap, InHae. “France’s Attitudes Towards Minorities is Increasingly Unstable.” Stanford Political Journal. 13 January 2016.
Available at https://stanfordpolitics.com/frances-attitude-toward-minorities-is-increasingly-unstable-99e05a08af87
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inclusion but de facto preferential status, a contradiction between verbal platitudes made by politicians
on visits to Brussels, and the day-to-day reality.
While individuals are remarkably tolerant and very often able to see political manipulation for what it is
and has been, there has been little to no effort at meaningful political reconciliation, and often few
internal or external incentives to support it. People are bombarded by politically-based absurdities and a
thinly-veiled form of hate speech daily, in tabloids but also in more “mainstream” news.34 In such an
environment, and without a robust and functioning system of social and political checks and balances,
politicians and nearly every aspect of politics and policies are at their core already radical in nature.
Consider just the following examples, all of which have played out in the course of “normal” politics:


A train emblazoned with the slogan “Kosovo is Serbia” was sent from Belgrade to Kosovo in
January, with no intention other than provocation; it stopped at the border following threats of
violence, but fortunately no escalation.



Even as governments in the region purport to take a strong line against foreign terrorist fighters
(either coming or going), in the eastern Bosnian town of Višegrad (brutally ethnically cleansed in
1992) a monument to the Russian foreign fighters who died fighting there was erected this
year.35 Meanwhile, in agreement with the Center Municipality assembly, plans are underway to
place a monument to a wartime special police unit in front of the Second Gymnasium in
Sarajevo; as of this writing the chosen design of the monument is a tank. 36 In other education
news, Milorad Dodik has announced that neither the genocide in Srebrenica nor the siege of
Sarajevo will ever be allowed to be taught in schools in the Republika Srpska.37



Political discourse in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia was sidelined for a week or so this year
as the issue of an appeal to the International Court of Justice over the 2007 judgment in the case
between the two countries was re-ignited by the main Bosniak party in BiH (SDA), as both sides
have very different definitions of what is needed to support “reconciliation.” The recently
elected mayor of Srebrenica, the first Serb in that position since the war, has stated that he
doesn’t agree with the use of the term genocide, openly questioning the number of people
killed in July 1995.38



In the recent political crisis in Macedonia, VMRO-DPMNE has categorized Albanian language

34

Rudić, Filip. “Rabid Anti-Albanian Sentiment Grips Serbian Media.” Balkan Insight. 16 May 2017. Available at
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/rabid-anti-albanian-sentiments-grip-serbian-media-05-16-2017
35 Kovačević, Danijel. “Bosnian Serbs to Honor Russian Volunteer Fighters.” Balkan Transitional Justice. 4 April 2017. Available at
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/bosnian-serbs-to-honour-russian-military-volunteers-04-04-2017
36 “U općini Centar podize se spomenik pripadnicima ratne specijalne policije.” Radiosarajevo.ba. 22 March 2017. Available at
https://www.radiosarajevo.ba/vijesti/lokalne-teme/inicijativa-odreda-policije-bosna-ratni-bh-specijalci-dobijajuspomenik/257460
37 Kovačević, Danijel. “Bosnian Serbs to Ban Lessons on Srebrenica Genocide.” Balkan Insight. 6 June 2017. Available at
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/bosnian-serbs-to-ban-lectures-on-srebrenica-sarajevo-siege-06-06-2017
38 Đurđević, Maja Garaca and Danijel Kovačević. “Bosnia Appeal in Genocide Case Against Serbia Rejected.” Balkan Transitional
Justice. 9 March 2017. Available at http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/bosnia-appeal-in-genocide-case-against-serbiarejected-03-09-2017; Spaić, Igor. “Srebrenica’s Serb Mayor Repeats Denial of Genocide.” Balkan Insight. 13 April 2017. Available
at http://www.b92.net/eng/news/region.php?yyyy=2017&mm=04&dd=13&nav_id=101019
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demands as an effort to destroy the country. Albanian Prime Minister Edi Rama has been
accused of interference in the affairs of Macedonia after he summoned Albanian leaders in
Macedonia to Tirana for talks related to language rights.39 More broadly, the entire “Skopje
2014” spectacle is viewed by many as a provocation aimed at both snubbing Greece and
excluding the country’s Albanians and other non-Slavs.40
If such extreme everyday political discourse and actions are in themselves “normal,” then it is little
wonder that the most extreme social actors, of any persuasion, can find an audience. This tenor of
politics and the electoral dynamics that come with it marginalize voices of moderation, incentivize
increasingly more divisive actions and preclude formal or informal efforts to cultivate civic identities or
the sense of a shared vision, purpose or future.
3.3

Broken Governance and Corruption

And finally, all the core political challenges in the region mentioned above are related to the big picture
governance issue of weak, minimally accountable, corrupt and increasingly illiberal democracies.
In Bosnia and Herzegovina there are no incentives in the electoral or constitutional structures to build
parties or coalitions that cross ethnic lines, which might promote a civic sense of governing
responsibility or which could enable the promotion of moderate rather than extreme positions and
policies. The situation in Macedonia is still highly unsettled, and ongoing political tensions could break a
nascent yet strong civic desire for change by the active instrumentalization of ethnicity and language
issues for political gain. In Kosovo, the EU’s focus on the technical elements of the Belgrade-Prishtina
dialogue have overshadowed core status-related issues, and allowed pervasive crime, corruption and
unaccountable governance to be ignored.41 In Serbia, there are increasing concerns about the growing
centralization of power, and of threats to nascent liberalism including the squeezing of an independent
press and meaningful participation of opposition voices in public life. And while states with weak
democratic foundations may be able to make more aggressive moves in terms of repressive counterterrorism strategies, they are uniquely ill-suited to counter or prevent radicalization, trading short-term
expediency for long-term effectiveness.
***
Critics will accuse me of overstating these trends and say that this is all “normal” for Balkan politics; that
the situation is nowhere near as urgent as in the early 1990s; that as long as things are quiet, then they
must be stable. They will point to purported “progress” in European/Euro-Atlantic integration processes.
However, while there is now much interest in a technical approach to P/CVE, there is obvious reluctance
among international and domestic actors alike to confront these issues head on. On the domestic side,
39

“Macedonia Accuses Albania of Interfering in Internal Affairs.” RFERL. 4 April 2017. Available at
http://www.rferl.org/a/macedonia-albania-language-dispute-government/28410768.html
40 Hopkins, Valerie. “Let Them Eat Alexander the Great Statues.” Foreign Policy. 19 June 2016. Available at
http://foreignpolicy.com/2016/06/19/let-them-eat-alexander-the-great-statues-skopje-2014-macedonia-colorful-revolution/
41 Weber, Bodo. “Big Deal – Awkward Juggling: Constitutional Insecurity, Political Instability and the Rule of Law at Risk in the
Kosovo-Serbia
Dialogue.”
Prishtinainsight.com.
April
2016.
Available
at
http://prishtinainsight.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/BIRN-Report-2016-ENG.pdf
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politics are still grounded in a mix of identity politics and a related decision-making calculus in which
patron-client relationships remain paramount, and very often rely on ethnic power structures more
responsive to party patrons than to citizens. On the international side, there is little tolerance to accept
either that post-war structural contradictions intended to end violent conflict have now calcified, or that
the enlargement process is failing to promote meaningful change (let alone political reconciliation) in
the neighborhood. The EU will not admit that the membership accession process was not developed and
never meant to be a conflict resolution tool; that they have no Plan B for the region; and that their own
internal existential challenges have made Brussels less inclined than ever to attend thoughtfully to its
neighbors in the southeastern corner of Europe. And the erratic foreign policy of the Trump
administration has made consistent action by the US increasingly unpredictable.42

4. Violent Extremism, Peaceful Extremism
In an environment in which politics are extreme by nature, another issue which many are keen to avoid
concerns the very nature of extremism and radicalization processes. When studying or addressing these
phenomena, should we only talk about violent extremism (or VERLT – violent extremism and
radicalization leading to terror – in the parlance)? Is extremism itself – peaceful extremism – also a
threat? Or is peaceful extremism simply a tolerable and even a natural exhibition of a free society?
These questions raise a host of other questions. In 2016, while travelling in the region and conducting
interviews, the issue of Salafism as a potentially “extreme” interpretation of Islam relatively new to the
region was often noted by respondents. In one case, I was told that I should remember that in the US we
too have religious extremists – the Amish. I considered this: practicing one’s faith by opting out of most
social, political and economic practices, eschewing electricity and other modern conveniences, etc.,
does qualify as extreme to many. Or, is it simply a fundamentalist interpretation? In either case, does
such terminology matter if one’s practice of one’s religion is peaceful; if it does not involve the Internet
in seeking new adherents, grooming or outreach? Is it then just a social outlier, an interesting oddity, a
manifestation of freedom of religion, and of freedom of assembly?
This line of thinking leads to possible parallels and even more questions. Can one be a peaceful neoNazi, or does an organization with such a clearly and directly violent past mean that the specter of
violence is ineluctably present, and is therefore always dangerous?43 If one eschews violence, is it
possible to be a peaceful member of the Ravna-Gora Chetnik movement, and simply admire the
traditional Serbian monarchist army? (This for me conjures up images of American fans of the
Confederacy, which has contributed to similar debates in the US.) Does it matter if peaceful
42

Bassuener, Kurt and Valery Perry. “Erratic Ambiguity: The Impact of Trump’s Unpredictable Foreign Policy in the Western
Balkans. Democratization Policy Council Policy Paper. June 2017. Available at
http://www.democratizationpolicy.org/pdf/DPC_Policy_Paper_Erratic_Ambiguity_Trumps_Foreign_Policy_in_W_Balkans.pdf
43 An article on far-right groups in the US demonstrates the thin line between peaceful protests and violent disturbances. Feuer,
Alan and Jeremy W. Peters. “Fringe Groups Revel as Protests turn Violent.” The New York Times. 2 June 2017. Available at
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/02/us/politics/white-nationalists-alt-knights-protestscolleges.html?rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Fus&action=click&contentCollection=us&region=stream&module=stream
_unit&version=latest&contentPlacement=6&pgtype=sectionfront&_r=0
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communities of Salafist adherents establish themselves in Bosnia and Herzegovina, or in Kosovo?44 Does
it matter if these more “extreme” communities seek to reach new adherents, through traditional or
online outreach? Would this, too, simply be an expression of new and liberal laws on religious freedom
and the right to assemble – as one respondent called it, “the democratization of religion”? Or do such
practices threaten the broader mainstream religious community and the wider community? Was the
leader of the Islamic Community in Bosnia and Herzegovina right to seek to close down the paradžemata (mosques unrecognized by the official Islamic community), or was this a violation of religious
freedom?45 Where is the line between the sharing of ideas that are not mainstream and hate speech?
Where is the line between promoting a specific worldview and inciting others to violence? What is the
responsibility one may have if others use their peaceful words to justify violence in the name of that
cohort? And who (if anyone) should have authority to make these decisions and judgments?46
These are questions that need to be asked and addressed in every society. However, an argument can
be made that societies that lack a strong, cohesive sense of identity, with minimally accountable
government, with a weak civil society, with fledgling or non-existent checks and balances – which are
not resilient to use the terminology in the P/CVE world – that these societies are at a particular or a
unique risk if within their midst are groups (dozens? hundreds? more?) of people who adhere to views
and ways of living that are substantially out of touch with mainstream society. Can weak,
unconsolidated democracies like Bosnia and Herzegovina or Kosovo withstand the social, economic,
political and other consequences of having communities of believers opting out of participating in
society, of participating in election processes, of running for office or of sending their children to public
schools, relying instead on a parallel set of social services developed specifically for that community?
47
Can states that purport to have a European perspective sufficiently integrate groups of believers who
hold beliefs that may be – or seem to be – contrary to the European Convention on Human Rights? An
article published in the UK considers this challenge and notes, “But if extremism stops at the borders
between words and deeds, liberal countries ought to be able to handle it.”48 This may be the case, but
are the countries of the former Yugoslavia indeed able to handle it? And after years of democratic
institution-building support, if they are not able, why not? These are the types of questions that need to
44

See for example, Bećirović, Edina. “A Rhetorical Fight for the ‘Hearts and Minds’ of Bosnian Muslims”. Atlantic Initiative,
2016. Available at
http://www.atlantskainicijativa.org/bos/images/2015/dokumenti_i_publikacije/Salafism_vs._moderate_islam-web.pdf
45 The term “para-džemat” refers to so-called “illegal mosques” which fall outside of the formally established Islamic
Community. Religious Freedom in the World Report: Bosnia and Herzegovina. ACN United Kingdom. 2016. Available at
http://religion-freedom-report.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/country-reports/bosnia-herzegovina.pdf; “Islamska zajednica BiH
protiv 'paradzemata'.” DW. 14 January 2016. Available at http://www.dw.com/bs/islamska-zajednica-bih-protivparad%C5%BEemata/a-18980961
46 For a discussion on some of these issues, see “Violent and Non-Violent Extremism: Two Sides of the Same Coin?”
International Centre for Counter-Terrorism – The Hague, Research Paper. May 2014. Available at
https://www.icct.nl/download/file/ICCT-Schmid-Violent-Non-Violent-Extremism-May-2014.pdf
47 Debates on social participation or withdrawal are nothing new; consider the Hasidim in Brooklyn. In the US, a recently
published book, The Benedict Option, argues that Christians need to revert to a great extent to an inward communal life to
preserve their beliefs against the tide of secularism. Green, Emma. “The Christian Retreat from Public Life.” The Atlantic. 22
February 2017. Available at https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/02/benedict-option/517290/
48 Barker, Memphis. “We Need the Help of non-Violent Muslim Extremists Against ISIS.” The Independent. 11 August 2015.
Available at http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/we-need-the-help-of-non-violent-muslim-extremists-against-isis10450646.html
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be asked during the development and implementation stages of P/CVE efforts if the goal is long-term
stability and sustainable social resilience.

5. Possible Future Engagement Scenarios
This essay aims to provoke a continuing discussion and debate on the issues and questions raised
herein, and to specifically encourage a reassessment of the widely-accepted premise that the current
efforts to prevent and counter violent extremism address the problems that need to be solved. While no
doubt many of them are worthwhile, they are not sufficient to effect lasting change, and too often are
initiated in lieu of the more difficult comprehensive and assertive reforms required to transform
societies into functioning and resilient democratic systems, capable of securing the peace. Below, I
sketch out three alternative future engagement scenarios for the Balkans – each of which is possible of
becoming a reality depending on how P/CVE is approached and the existence of political will of
governments to address these challenges with a long-term and coherent strategic policy.
5.1

Bureaucratic Autopilot

The status quo, “bureaucratic autopilot” option would play out with more of the same – the
development and implementation of projects and activities designed to produce practical and concrete
results to achieve specific objectives, but without a coherent strategic policy. It would mean the
continuing avoidance by influential external actors and domestic politicians of the messy political
incentives and imperatives (e.g., constitutional, political) that hamper fundamental and systemic reform.
Individuals and communities could continue to benefit from locally-based projects and activities and
that could constitute a positive micro-outcome. Who would argue against refurbishing a rundown
primary school or youth center? Or providing more responsive psychological care for prisoners? Or
training adults to recognize signs of juvenile delinquency? But continuing progress of this kind lasts only
so long as donors continue to provide funds for such initiatives.
The past two decades have shown that fundamental change to governance structures and community
investment that go beyond the “quick fix” project approach is needed and that the donor/project cycle
must be replaced. Only then will real sustainability of reforms be possible.
5.2

Giving Up – Enabling Further Division

Some have argued that the “experiment” in encouraging the consolidation of multiethnic, civic states in
the region has failed, and that lasting stability is only possible through more unyielding nation states.
Already in 1996 one writer provocatively suggested that perhaps the only role of the international
community in addressing war in multi-ethnic states is to assist in population movements to ensure more
homogenous enclaves.49 It is not conceivable that the international community would actively engage in

49

Kaufmann, Chaim. “Possible and Impossible Solutions to Ethnic Civil Wars.” International Security. Vol. 20, No. 4, 1996, pp.
136-175.
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efforts to peaceably separate populations. However, an indirect route to ethnically clean territories
could be the outcome – intended or not – of international support to domestic policies which aim to
subtly squeeze out non-majority populations.
In the Balkans, further regional partition and division, although a possibility, is not a sustainable option;
a particularly unhelpful piece promoting this viewpoint came out in late 2016 and drew widespread
criticism, as did an equally ill-considered piece published in 2017. 50 Regardless of one’s stance on soft or
hard partition, there is little reason to expect that such an approach would facilitate more effective
P/CVE. On the domestic side, ethnic partition does not create more open and transparent government,
and such an exclusive approach to the rule of law provides a flimsy foundation for future liberal
development. On the international side, partition unleashes domino-like chain reactions; where does it
start, and more importantly, where does it end?51 Also, this would not be non-violent, and would likely
sow the seeds of future grievances. This approach is the precise opposite of what needs to be done to
attain comprehensive and sustainable security. Regional policymakers should therefore be attuned to
whether or not their own engagement with the countries in the region is perhaps having any
unintended effect of fostering even more political and social divisions.
5.3

More – Not Less – Support for Liberal Democracy

For all its faults, the notion that a liberal, democratic peace is good for international security and
stability, as well as for a state’s domestic constituents, has been a foundational principle of western
foreign policy and development strategy for decades.52 It should therefore not be surprising that this has
been a key element of foreign policy in the West, with admitted significant variance in implementation
and commitment. The Trump administration has sent clear signals that the era of democracy and human
rights promotion is over within the scope of US foreign policy, at least for now. As the short- and longterm risks inherent in a foreign policy grounded in nothing more than transactional “deals” become
apparent, there may be a chance for this policy to evolve. Unfortunately, Trump’s recent comments on
his first visit to Saudi Arabia suggest a purely militaristic approach to counter-terrorism, with P/CVE,
grounded as these processes are in rights and values, viewed (erroneously) as superfluous.53
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Less, Timothy. “Dysfunction in the Balkans: Can the Post-Yugoslav Settlement Survive?” Foreign Affairs. 20 December 2016.
Available at https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/bosnia-herzegovina/2016-12-20/dysfunction-balkans. Several responses
are available at Balkan Insight, for example: Mujanović, Jasmin. “New Partitions Are the Last Thing the Balkans Need.” Balkan
Insight. 12 January 2017. Available at http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/new-partitions-are-the-last-thing-the-balkansneed-01-10-2017. See also Schindler, John R. “Putin-Proofing the Balkans: A How-To Guide.” Observer. 1 May 2017. Available at
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6. Concluding Remarks
Critics will argue that liberalism has been tried in the region, and has failed. This would be an unfair
reading of the environment, and of the content and sequencing inherent in the introduction of
“liberalism.” Economies were liberalized, but without parallel political liberalization grounded in the rule
of law, privatization led to little more than state-sanctioned theft; the region is still dealing with the
consequences, and some remain at risk of state capture.54 The democratization of electoral politics has
continued to result less in political parties that offer differing platforms based on political ideology, and
more on constructed essentialist and exclusivist identity-focused parties. European accession standards
profess shared values, yet those involved in the negotiations (on both sides) often fail to meet such
stated norms. Citizens have either bought into the new patron-client networks or have completely
opted out; it is difficult to identify any truly inclusive or representative notion of government/citizen
accountability (other than patronage networks) in any of the states in question. Much of this is
structural, grounded in transition-era wealth consolidation, and institutionalized by post-violent conflict
political systems that favor centralized ethnic democracy over functional civic democracy.
Have I lost hope? No, but Brexit, the election of Trump, the specter of European nativist populism and
the retreat of liberal democracy in Hungary and Poland point to troubling trends (only somewhat
mitigated by the results of recent elections in the Netherlands, France and the UK) that could contribute
to more alienation, dissatisfaction and grievance, in turn contributing to more radicalization. P/CVE
efforts are necessary, but are not sufficient to address the political and values vacuum in the region. A
renewed commitment by Euro-Atlantic institutions to genuine comprehensive security grounded in
liberal democratic values, with eyes open to the real problems and drivers of future conflict in the
region, remains vital.
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